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1. Executive Summary  

The Water Works annual report covers activities and achievements accomplished from January to 
December 2014. As the charity implements its activities during the dry season (to ensure that the water 
resources remain sustainable) it should be noted that the project timeline for the 2014 annual report is 
from June to October. During this period, we supported ten villages with a population of approximately 
1,500 people in the district of Chitedze, Lilongwe, Malawi, to gain access to safe drinking water; assisted 
269 households to construct latrines and hand washing systems; and provided a hygiene awareness 
programme for 563 men, women and children.  

There were two phases of the project (1) Community Mobilisation and Hygiene Awareness and (2) 
Community Led Development and Technical Assistance. In the first phase, the ten communities were 
mobilised to address and improve their water, sanitation and hygiene behaviour through the application 
of the approaches Community Led Total Sanitation (CLTS) and Participatory Hygiene and Sanitation 
Transformation (PHAST). This year’s implementation of Phase 1 was managed by our local partner, 
Participatory Rural Development Organisation (PRDO), who engaged local Health Surveillance Assistants 
(HSAs) from the health district to run the hygiene programme. In the second phase, Water Works assisted 
the ten communities to meet their water, sanitation and hygiene goals by supporting households to 
construct latrines and hand washing systems and protecting the community water resources with Water 
Works’ simple, innovative and sustainable hand pump technology, the Alinafe pump.  

To assess the impact of the project, a knowledge, attitude and practice (KAP) survey was completed with 
a sample of 103 households before and after the intervention. We also undertook more in-depth 
interviews to evaluate the impact of the project on individual lives. One village chief, who was 
interviewed, told us: 
 
“As village head we now are respected because we have our private toilet. People saw us going to the 

bush to defecate and I am quite sure others have seen us in our hiding places, but could not say a word 

because we are respected as their leaders.”  She continued, “The village members have access to clean 

water within the village and we are managing it. We promise to take care of the water point and we will 

continue to maintain it. We were treated like outcasts by our neighbours. They never thought one day 

Water Works would restore our dignity as human beings.”  

Another continued achievement is the value for money that Water Works programmes bring. 

Management, travel and accommodation costs were reduced in 2014, making the total expenditure just 

£21,617, of which over 97% was spent on project costs. This amounts to approximately £14 / beneficiary, 

which is about half the cost of similar projects to meet water, sanitation and hygiene needs in rural areas 

led by other international NGOs. 

Looking into 2015, along with supporting an additional ten communities, we are preparing to further 

strengthen the long-term sustainability of our water pumps by setting up a water point repair service and 

conducting a technical review of our pumps. This will be achieved in partnership with the Mzuzu 

University’s Centre of Excellence in Water and Sanitation, who will provide a tailor made training 

programme to support Water Works on both the management of the repair business and technological 

developments. 
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2. Purpose 

Water Works is committed to reducing the prevalence of water borne disease in Malawi by assisting rural 
communities to gain access to safe drinking water, hygienic sanitation facilities and to improve hygiene 
practices. Our approach is not to give hand outs, but to empower people to meet their needs. We do this 
by: 

 promoting improved hygiene awareness and practice  

 supporting vulnerable households to construct latrines and hand-washing systems  

 assisting the communities to install, manage and maintain simple, innovative and sustainable 
water pump technologies  

3. Background 

Many interventions to assist rural Malawian communities gain access to safe drinking water, basic 
sanitation and good hygiene have failed due to inappropriate technology and lack of community 
involvement. As a result, the communities suffer from water and sanitation related disease.   

People in Malawi lack safe water not because the water isn't there, but because they cannot access it. 
Where hand-pumps have been supplied, sustainability is not achieved as they fall into disrepair. In rural 
areas, 40 percent of the water points are not functioning, forcing people to resort to accessing unsafe 
water sources. The vast majority of water points are fitted with the Afridev hand pump, which has major 
flaws. The components wear out and repairs are too difficult for community members to perform. The 
high cost of these modern water pumps, at nearly £400, exacerbates the problem as the pump’s parts are 
prone to theft and the communities are not able to afford the spare parts, making them dependant on 
handouts. In addition, previous programmes have failed to adequately involve the community, which has 
resulted in a lack of community ownership of the water points and the expectation that external agencies 
should be responsible for the maintenance.  

The proportion of households in rural areas which do not have access to adequate sanitation remains 
very high. We found, in our own Knowledge, Attitudes and Practice (KAP) baseline 2014 survey in 10 
villages, that 47% (48 from a sample of 103 households) did not have a latrine and of those which did 
have one, half were in poor condition. According to the WHO / UNICEF Joint Monitoring Programme 2014 
Update,  88% of the rural population are without “improved sanitation facilities”, although it is recorded 
that there has been substantial progress in reducing open defecation (OD) down to 8%. However, in our 
baseline KAP survey, we found that OD is still common practice. When asked. “Do you ever defecate in 
the open”, 77% said that they did.  There are also variable standards in hygiene practice; 37% of our 
sample did not wash their hands with soap or ash. 

Interventions to assist communities to improve their hygiene and sanitation practices have also had little 
success. Past programmes have used a top down approach that failed to mobilise the communities to 
analyse, address and resolve their own sanitation and hygiene needs. Furthermore, vulnerable 
households, who are unable to build an improved latrine, have been provided with little support. Some 
vulnerable people have attempted to build a latrine using log sanitation platforms, but termites attack 
the logs and the latrine collapses. In some cases, children have fallen into the latrines. 

Poor sanitation and dirty water result in people frequently suffering from diarrhoea, which is also one of 
leading causes of death among children under five. In our combined baseline KAP surveys in 20 villages in 
2013 and 2014, we found that 23.5% of households with children under 5 had a child who suffered from 
diarrhoea in a 2 week period. This is comparable to national data of 24.1% of children under 5 having 
diarrhea within a 2 week period (Malawi MDG Endline Survey 2014, Key Findings).  The UN Deputy 
Secretary-General, Jan Eliasson, in his Call to Action to break silence on OD, said in May 2014, “I am 
moved by the fact that a child dies every 2 and a half minutes from diseases linked to open defecation. 
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Those are silent deaths – not reported on in the media, not the subject of public debate. Let's not remain 
silent any longer." 

Malawi remains one of the poorest countries in the world with 40% of the population surviving on less 
than 66 pence a day. This was confirmed in our KAP survey, where we found that the income of over ¾ of 
households was less than 10,000 kwacha (£18) / month. Access to safe drinking water, sanitation and 
hygiene is fundamental to better living standards. It is estimated that every $1 spent on water, sanitation 
and hygiene generates returns of $4 in increased economic opportunity.  

Water Works was founded in 2009 in response to this lack of sustainability of the water points and the 
lack of support for vulnerable households to achieve hygienic sanitation.   

4. Our Added Value 

To address the lack of sustainability of conventional water pumps, we have developed two simple, 
innovative and sustainable hand pump technologies, the Alinafe and Abakus, that can be built and 
maintained by rural communities, using locally available and low cost materials. The Alinafe pump is a 
direct action hand pump that resembles and functions like other modern pumps, but at under £80 
(45,000 kwacha) is a fraction of the cost and it is also much easier to maintain. We are committed to 
ensuring the long term sustainability of the water pumps and are in the process of setting up a repair 
service to ensure that the water points continue to remain operational in the future. 

Increased access to safe drinking water will only improve the health of the community if combined with 
improved sanitation facilities and hygiene practice. So we also support households to construct latrines 
and hand-washing systems and run a hygiene awareness programme to ensure that the communities gain 
the most from their improved water and sanitation facilities. We especially pay close attention to 
assisting those households whose members are not able to construct their own latrines, including the 
extremely poor, single parent headed households, child headed households, elderly people without 
carers and people with a chronic illness or crippling disability.  

5. Partnerships 

In 2008, Water Works was founded out of a partnership with the University of Edinburgh and our first 
water pump was designed in the faculty of Civil and Environmental Engineering. Since then, we have 
continued our ethos of working with partners, helping us, and our partners, to become more efficient as 
organisations and deliver more effective projects. In 2010, we formed a partnership with a local Malawian 
artisan, Alinafe Kuzemba, an untrained yet brilliant engineer. This led to the development of our second 
water pump, the Alinafe pump. In 2013, we partnered with the Malawian Ministry of Health to run our 
hygiene awareness programmes. This partnership proved to be very valuable as the Ministry of Health 
workers were able to mobilise the villagers more effectively and we were able to build their capacity 
through the provision of training in hygiene awareness methodologies. This year, to manage the hygiene 
programme, we formed a partnership with Participatory Rural Development Organisation (PRDO). PRDO 
is a Malawian NGO with substantial experience in managing various projects to do with food security and 
subsistence and water, sanitation and hygiene, funded by grants from the Netherlands, Canada, Ireland 
and the USA.   
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6. Achievements 

Since 2009, we have assisted 46 Malawian villages to construct water pumps, providing safe drinking 
water for over 10,000 people; supported 1,074 families to build hygienic latrines; helped a primary school 
with over 300 students to build two blocks of latrines; and run hygiene awareness sessions for over 1,500 
people.   

We have concentrated our programmes in the area of Malili, on the outskirts of Malawi’s capital 
Lilongwe. The area receives very little assistance from other organisations, despite many villages not 
having access to safe drinking water and most households not having a latrine or it being in poor 
condition.  
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7. Activities and Achievements in 2014 

This year, Water Works spent four months (June to October), supporting ten villages with approximately 
1,500 people to construct a well with a hand-pump, 269 households to construct improved latrines and 
provided hygiene awareness sessions for 523 men, women and children. The projects were located in the 
Chitedze Health District, which is 15 kilometres from the capital city of Malawi, Lilongwe.  

There were two main phases to the project. Phase one, which was led by our partner PRDO, was to help 
the ten communities address and improve their water, sanitation and hygiene practice through the 
application of the approaches Community Led Total Sanitation (CLTS) and Participatory Hygiene and 
Sanitation Transformation (PHAST). Water Works followed by managing phase two: assisting the ten 
communities to meet their water, sanitation and hygiene goals by supporting households to construct 
latrines and hand washing systems and protecting the community water resources with Water Works’ 
simple, innovative and sustainable hand pump technology, the Alinafe pump.  

7.1  Project Implementation Phase One – Promoting Hygiene Awareness and Practice 

Phase one, promoting improved hygiene awareness and practice, involved the deployment of seven 
Health Surveillance Assistants (HSAs) from the Chitedze Health District, each of whom was linked with 
one or more of the ten villages in the programme. HSAs are employed by the Ministry of Health to 
monitor and promote health within a specific catchment area.  

There are two methodologies in the hygiene programme: 

i. CLTS is a process of social awakening called “triggering”. It helps the community identify the terrible 
impact of OD on the villagers’ health and the environment. People realise that due to OD they are 
eating each others’ faeces. This triggers feelings of shame and disgust, and often a desire to stop OD 
and clean up their neighbourhood. 

ii. PHAST is a hygiene education technique, promoting health awareness and understanding which, in 
turn, leads to environmental and behavioural improvements. The villagers, with the support of the 
HSAs develop community action plans for the construction phase of the project. These will typically 
include stopping OD, constructing latrines with hand washing systems, washing hands with soap or 
ash, protecting water resources, treating and storing drinking water safely, covering food and 
disposing of animal and domestic waste safely. The action plans would ensure that every single 
household in the village has a latrine; the vulnerable households whose members are not able to 
build an improved latrine would be identified and given assistance. A community health committee, 
of approximately 8 people and equal numbers of men and women, is elected to lead the projects 
and ensure that the good practices continue after the projects end. 

The success of the hygiene programme is evidenced by the high attendance in the sessions and the 
positive feedback from the HSAs and the villagers. In the ten villages, a total of 523 people (145 men, 202 
women and 176 children) attended, which is over a third of the entire population.  
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 HSAs displaying a map of the village before and after 

construction showing the completion of latrines 

Villagers sorting out illustrations of good and bad sanitation practices. A young villager shows a picture she has 

drawn of a villager defecating in the open 

The health committee, which has just been elected in the village of Chillinga 

An HSA is engaging the children in a separate health talk 
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7.2. Project Implementation Phase Two - Community Led Development and Technical Assistance 

 

Following the development of the community action plans, Water Works spent four weeks in each of the 
ten villages assisting with its implementation. There are two parts to the implementation; one, sanitation 
development and support for vulnerable households in the construction of latrines and hand washing 
systems and; two, the protection of a water resource with the Water Works Alinafe hand-pump. In the 
ten villages, we constructed ten wells, assisting over 1,500 people gain access to safe drinking water. We 
also assisted 269 households to construct a latrine and hand washing system.  

i. Construction of Latrines 

To support households in the construction of latrines and hand-washing systems, we formed two teams, 

working in two villages simultaneously. A senior builder and an assistant builder in each team worked 

alongside the villagers for two weeks. Two or three villagers were then employed on a cash for work basis 

for a further two weeks to complete the construction of the latrine shelters. 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Householders are expected to dig a latrine pit 

prior to the construction phase. We are 

encouraging the villagers to dig round rather 

than rectangular pits, as this strengthens 

them. 

 

To ensure that the latrine slabs are of good quality they are 

regularly watered, covered with sand and left to harden for up 

to 6 days, before being placed on the latrine foundation. 
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Particular attention is given to assisting vulnerable people who may not be able to construct a latrine 
without assistance. If a villager has mobility problems, which makes it difficult to squat, we will build a 
pedestal.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Following our visit to Mzuzu University’s Centre of Excellence for Water and Sanitation, we adopted their 
design for a very simple, but effective hand-washing system made from a plastic bottle, with a hole for a 
tap. It pours when you press the stick with your foot. The soap is stored in a small plastic bottle. There 
was a considerable saving using this system. In the picture, an HSA is demonstrating the wash facility. The 
writing of the latrine wall translates as “wash your hands with soap”. 
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ii. Construction of the Water Points 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Before the project, the ten villages were drawing water from an unprotected well, using a dirty bucket or 
just obtaining water from an open source or river.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

To protect the water source, the communities are responsible for digging their well to a depth of three 
metres of water so that it will not dry up. Each well is lined with concrete bricks to avoid collapse. 
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The pumps are built in situ with the villagers to ensure that they understand how it works and are capable 
of managing and maintaining it. In the pictures above, our water pump expert, Alinafe is running a 
training session for the villagers. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A protected water point was completed for each of the ten villages. A clothes washing facility was also 
constructed. A drainage gutter ensured that waste water did not stagnate but ran into a gravel pit.  
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8. Project Evaluation 

8.1 Knowledge, Attitudes and Practice Survey 
Before we start work in each village, the HSAs administer a Knowledge, Attitudes and Practice (KAP) 
questionnaire to find out about: 

 the composition of the household 

 the source of drinking water and how it is collected 

 where people defecate, the use of latrines and their standards 

 knowledge and practice on hand washing, defecation, drinking water and water borne disease. 
 
In 2014, the sample consisted of about one in three of all the households (103 from 311 households). We 
repeated the survey in the same households at the end of the project to evaluate what change has taken 
place in knowledge, attitudes and practice as a result of the intervention. The findings will be reported 
elsewhere. 
 
7.2 Success Stories 
In each village, we also undertook a case study, with the permission of the household, as part of the 
evaluation of the success of the intervention. 
 

Falaise’s Story 

Falaise is ill with TB. She is aged 45 and is 
the mother of six children, five of whom live 
with her in the two bedroom house. There is 
no furniture. The family sleep on mats. The 
youngest is a boy aged 10. The family are 
very poor – two older sons may earn about 
10,000 kwacha / month (£15) between 
them from odd jobs, but earned nothing the 
previous month. A daughter has come back 
to live in the village with her 3 children after 
her marriage broke up.  
 

They don’t have enough to eat. Falaise’s 
wish is for her sons to cultivate more 
produce, so that they have more to eat. She 
is always hungry. She can’t do much for 
herself, as she is too ill and cannot walk far. 
The village of Matanda, where she lives is 
small with 17 households. Other people in 
the village will visit her to keep her 
company.  
 
The 13 year old does all the water collection 
from a well close to the house. This has 
reduced from 5 to 3 times, since Water 
Works installed a pump. Falaise is very happy with the new well, because the water is now safe to drink. 
We constructed a special latrine for Falaise with a raised seat, so she does not have to squat without 
support when she goes to the toilet.  
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Ndifewena’s Story 
Ndifewena (Fena for short) is a divorced woman 
aged 52. She conceived five times, but just three 
children survived. They have left home and now 
Fena lives alone in Chigwe village.  

Fena has had a long term illness since childhood. 
She is anaemic, has sores all over her body and has 
swollen legs and stomach, making her look like she 
is five months pregnant. She told us about her 
need to “open bowels almost every day at least 
three times, as a natural relief to my swollen 
belly”. However, Fena had no toilet and used her 
sister’s toilet which is 90 metres away from her 
house. She also had to rely on friends and relatives 
to collect water for her because of her poor health 
and the distance of the water point from her 
house. Water Works constructed a protected well 
with a hand-pump just 30 metres away from 
Fena’s house. Fena was overwhelmed by the 
benefits of the project. In her own words 
(translated from Chichewa), she told us, “Now I 
can easily access water for my household chores 
without problems for the water point is close to 
me. This is not just water but disease free water. 
With my health status, I need good water available.” She was also excited about how much the 
construction of toilets with sanitation platforms has not only helped the whole village, but met her 
particular needs. “People need toilets in this village but I need an improved toilet of my own most because 
I open my bowels often. I need it close to my house and a toilet that is easy to clean like the ones with 
sanitation platforms. I have at times found myself wet, when I realised I have opened my bowels before 
reaching my sister’s toilet because of the distance. Bowel opening is uncontrollable because I have at 
times found shit around the pit which was difficult to clean. With the availability of water and the 
improved toilets, I am grateful and my life will improve.” 

Chiphazi and Msaphaso 
Chipazi aged 64  and Msaphaso aged 51 are happily married. 
They live in Chimombo village.  

Msaphaso was the 6th born in her family, but all her older 
siblings died before they were 9 months old. Her name 
“Msaphaso”  means “do not kill her again as you have done 
to the children born to this mother”. 

Msaphaso has one daughter, born from the former husband. 
This girl is married and has three children, aged 6, 4 and 3, 
who are all living in the household.  All the family sleep in one 
bedroom on one mat, as they have no bed.  

Their income is from farming. They sell groundnuts and maize 
when they have had a good harvest. The year’s production 
was poor because of poor rainfall. Their supply of maize was 
enough to last until December 2014, but they did not know 
from where they would get food for the following three 
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months (January to March) to the next harvest. 

Chimombo does not have a well; their source of water is swamps in their fields. Chimombo are denied 
access to water from the borehole in the neighbouring village, Chiliza, because of a bitter dispute over the 
ownership of farming land. 

The construction of a well has transformed the village, as  Chiphasi told us, “ Water works has brought 
new life in Chimombo village. ‘Water is life’.  How could we be denied safe water from our neighbouring 
village? God has mercy on us through Water Works and Louise*. We have our water and further to that 
we have improved toilets which have improved sanitation in the village.” 

* Louise Turner raised money in the UK to support the village. 

The village chief was also thankful for Water Works assistance with the construction of hygienic latrines 
as well as access to clean water. 

“As Village Head we now are respected because we have our private toilet. People saw us going to the 
bush to defecate and I am quite sure others have seen us in our hiding places, but could not say a word 
because we are respected as their leaders.” 

 She continued, “The village members have access to clean water within the village and we are managing 
it. We promise to take care of the water point and we will continue to maintain it. We were treated like 
outcasts by our neighbours. They never thought one day Water Works would restore our dignity as human 
beings. God be with Louise Turner for her support in the village.” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

9. Future Plans 
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9.1. Sustainable Water Pumps and Repairs 
Water Works is committed to ensuring the long term sustainability of the water pumps it has installed. In 
2013 and 14, we surveyed all previously installed water pumps, and where necessary, carried out 
remedial work. To ensure that all the pumps remain operational in future and that local communities can 
access affordable repair services, we are setting up a water point repair service.  The Water Works 
Malawian water team will maintain regular contact with the villages, which have had a pump installed to 
make sure the pump is well maintained. This will include checking that the well surrounds are in good 
condition, backfilling stagnant pools of water, ensuring the pump is used properly and if the pump is 
broken, the water team will repair it.  

The village will be charged for the costs of any repairs. A system of payments by the village users is being 
set up to raise money for the maintenance of the water point. We are asking a villager from each 
household to sign an agreement to pay a monthly amount they can afford (i.e. 100 kwacha – about 15p) 
into a fund, administered by the village health committee. The service has the potential to become a 
viable business, which could continue to maintain the water points, when the charity no longer operates 
in the area.  

Water Works is grateful to the Jephcott Charitable Trust for its grant of £8,000 for the set up costs for the 
repair service, which will cover the initial management costs, buying a stock of essential spare parts and 
training water point technicians to repair the water pumps and manage a business. The funding will 
consolidate the work of Water Works previously completed in 46 villages and in future projects, ensuring 
long term sustainability. It will also enhance our expertise in latrine construction and pump technology. 
Water Works has formed a collaborative partnership with Mzuzu University’s Centre of Excellence in 
Water and Sanitation for assistance in setting up the repair service.  The Centre oversees African water 
and sanitation research and specialises in low cost water and sanitation solutions, including providing 
support to local water and sanitation businesses.  The Centre would run a tailor made programme to 
support Water Works on both the management of the repair business and technological developments. 
The latter would include developing techniques in low cost pump technology and latrine and wash facility 
construction. In particular, we will continue to develop an alternative pump, the Abakus. Based on the 
traditional rope pump, it is potentially as efficient and effective as the modern more expensive pumps. Its 
simplicity and low cost mean that communities are capable of funding, installing and maintaining the 
pump by themselves.  

9.2.  Project Implementation for  2015 
Water Works is grateful to BPEC for a grant of £13,500 from its Life Award, which has been set up to use 
plumbing skills to enhance life in the UK and Abroad. The fund will meet the construction costs for the 
water points and latrines in 10 villages in 2015. 

In preparation for 2015, a team of HSAs, at Water Works’ request, identified a group of 19 villages in the 
Chitedze Health Centre Catchment area, which could meet the criteria for assistance with their hygiene, 
water and sanitation needs. In October 2014 a Water Works project worker, together with the relevant 
HSA for each village, visited the villages to complete a village profile, assess the level of need and consult 
with the village chiefs and the village community about the proposed project. We have prioritised a 
tranche of 12 villages. In these villages, there are 372 households, of which 167 (45%) do not have a 
latrine at all, while the rest are unimproved, built with log sanitation platforms which are liable to 
collapse during the rainy season. Four of the villages do not have their own water point, while the rest 
use unprotected wells from which they draw water using a bucket on a rope. Two small villages will be 
able to share the water point with a neighbouring village, so that we will install a total of 10 water pumps 
as well as running the hygiene programme and  ensuring that every household has a hygienic latrine. 
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10. Fundraising Strategy  

As a small charity, Water Works’ project costs remain low. In 2014, the organisation developed a robust 
fundraising strategy to address future funding needs.  

The aim of this strategy is to raise Water Work’s visibility both to potential donors and the public to allow 
for a wider pool of funding sources for 2015 and beyond. Components under this strategy have included a 
review and revamping of the  website, increasing engagement in social media networks such as Twitter 
and Facebook, researching and building partnerships with other local and international charities and 
universities and exploring non-traditional donor sources such as crowd-sourcing platforms and private 
companies. 

11. Financial Review 

The total receipts of £47,925 in 2014 includes the payment of grants of £23,500 reserved for 2015. We 
are grateful for the continued support of the Waterloo Foundation, who provided the second instalment 
of £15,000 for 2014. We are also grateful to a number of private benefactors, who contributed £11,425  
among whom is James Brooks, who raised £2,622 in his ‘Movember’ growing a beard challenge. His 
contribution is also reserved for 2015. 

Water Works has assisted 10 villages with integrated water, sanitation and hygiene with expenditure 
totalling £21,718. This was considerably less than 2013 for the same level of input, because of reduced 
management, travel and accommodation costs.  £20,958 was spent on project costs (£17,522 direct, 
£3,268 indirect and £168 on assets) and £760 was spent on administrative costs. Overall, over 96 percent 
of our income is spent on the projects. Approximately 1500 from 269 households benefited from an 
improved sanitation and hand-washing facility, access to clean water and improved hygiene practice.  This 
amounts to approximately £14 / beneficiary, which is about half the cost of similar projects in rural areas 
led by other international NGOs. 

 

81% 

15% 

1% 

3% 

Financial Breakdown 2014 

Direct Project Costs 

Indirect Project Costs 

Project Assets 

Administrative Costs 
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11.1 Receipts and Payments Account for the year ending 31st December 2014 

  Unrestricted Restricted  Total 2014 Total 2013 

  Funds (£) Funds (£) (£) (£) 

     

Surplus from Previous Year         

Grants            8,800 

Donations and Related Gift Aid 2,097  2,097 2,809 

Total Receipts £2,097  £2,097 £ 11,609 

     

Receipts          

Grants   36,500 36,500 15,000 

Donations and Gift Aid 6,952 4,473 11,425 8,014 

Total Receipts £ 6,952 £ 40,973 £ 47,925 23,014 
     

Payments         

Direct Project Costs:       

Water Pump Development    117 

Well Reparation  142 142 279 

Well Construction  1,895 1,895 2,270 

Latrine Construction  3,846 3,846 3,595 

Tools   455 455 972 

Transportation of Tools and Materials   910 910 762 

Hygiene Programme Materials    170 170 1,000 

Hygiene Team Remuneration    3,827 3,827 2,277 

Field Team Remuneration   4,552 4,552 4,320 

Management Team Remuneration   671 1,054 1,725 7,315 

  £671 16,851 17,522  £22,907 

Indirect Project Costs:       

Workshops and Meetings  302  302 249 

Communication   304  304 478 

Office Supplies  196  196 452 

Visibility   36  36 419 

In Country Travel 500  500 203 

International Travel  1,248  1,248 2,348 

Office Rent and Accommodation  682  682 2,459 

  £3,268  £ 3,268  £6,607 

Project Assets       

Assets 168  168 2,708 

  £168  £168  £2,708 

Administrative Costs:       

Communications / Website 172  172 276 

Meetings and Training 314  314  

Computer Accessories 58  58  

Fundraising  138   138  

Miscellaneous 78  78 29 

  £760  £760 £304 

Total Payments £4,867 £16,851 £21,718 £32,526 
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11.2. Statement of Balances as of 31st December 2014 

  Unrestricted Restricted  Total 2014 Total 2013 

  Funds (£) Funds (£) (£) (£) 

Opening Balances 2,097  2,097 11,609 

Surplus/Deficit 2,085 24,122 26,207 -9,512 

Closing Balance £ 4,182 £ 24,122 £ 28,304 £ 2,097 
 

11.3. Reserves Policy  
The charity does not require a reserves fund due to the low administration costs to keep the charity 
running. All reserves may be used on project costs. At the end of the financial year, £4,182 remains in the 
reserves unrestricted fund, which will mostly be used to cover the project costs in 2015, commencing in 
June. 
 

11.4. Notes to the Accounts for the year ended 31st December 2014: 
 

Nature and Purpose of Funding  
The grant provided by the Waterloo Foundation of £15,000 was restricted and spent on the project costs 
in 2014. Grants of £8,000 from the Jephcott Charitable Trust and £13,500 from BPEC is restricted and 
reserved for the project costs in 2015, as is £2622 raised by James Brooks. 
 

Another £1851 was restricted to cover direct project costs for 2014. £6,952, together with the 2013 
surplus of £2,097, was unrestricted, to be used at the discretion of the trustees in furtherance of the 
objectives of the charity. In the 2014 projects, £4,867 of the unrestricted fund was spent, leaving £4,182 
surplus, which will be used to cover the project costs in 2015, commencing in June. 
 
 

Grants Received 

  
Unrestricted 

Funds (£) 
Restricted 
Funds (£)  

Total 2014 
(£) 

Total 2013 
(£) 

Waterloo Foundation   15,000  15,000  15,000 
BPEC    13,500 13,500  
Jephcott Charitable Trust  8,000 8,000  
Total Receipts   £36,500  £36,500 £15,000 

 

 
Trustee, former trustee and connected person remuneration 
Mr. Jeffrey Cohen received £1,725 to cover daily living expenses of £15 / day during the fieldwork period 
from June 11th to October 3rd.   

Approved by the Trustees and signed on their behalf: 

 

 

 

 
Mike Wilkins 
Acting Treasurer 
Date:  12 March 2015 
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12. Structure, Governance & Management 

Charity Name  
Water Works 
 

Charity Number  
Charity Commission (England and Wales) - 1158206. 

Scottish Charity Regulator – SCO4051 

 
Registration Address: 
Water Works  
4 Elmswood Gardens, 
Nottingham NG5 4AW 
 

 

Current Trustees: 
 

Chair:    Tim Bell – Head of National Homelessness Charity – before retirement. Former local 
councilor and Chair of Nottinghamshire Social Services Committee  

Vice Chair: Mike Wilkins -  worked as a director with two UK charities and as a grant-maker with 
the National Lottery Charities Board. 

Secretary:  Cecilia Sanderson Mwenda – from Malawi with 20 years work experience within 
different fields of business and active self volunteer with refugees and asylum 
seekers. 

Treasurer:   Louise Bainbridge – was appointed treasurer in 2014. Louise is the Chief Finance 
Officer for Nottingham Clinical Commissioning Group 

Board Member:   Jayson Babel – volunteered with Water Works in Malawi and currently works in the 
United States in the non-profit sector. 

Board Member:   Michael Lee – Head of Service for County Council, specialising in research, evaluation 
and data processing – before taking early retirement.  

Board Member: Linda Chisale – from Malawi – worked as project assistant for Water Works for two 
years – now studying hospitality management at City College, San Francisco 

Board Member: Nurhaida Rahim – Partnership Initiative Coordinator with Relief International based 
in Turkey; formerly Communications Analyst with the United Nations Development 
Programme in The Sudan. 

 

Trustee Meetings are also attended by: 
Charity Director:  Simon Cohen – co-founder of the charity; experienced in managing WASH 

programmes for other water NGOs in various countries including Angola, the Sudan, 
Mozambique and Turkey 

Programme  Jeffrey Cohen –  managed the programme in Malawi in 2013 and 2014. He has wide  
Manager:  experience of managing projects in the health service and voluntary sector. 
 
Governing Document 
The charity is an unincorporated association whose purposes and administration arrangements are set 
out in its constitution, which was adopted on 08th May 2009. The charity was granted charitable status by 
OSCR on 20th May 2009 and became registered with the Charity Commission for England and Wales on 
11th August 2014. 
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Appointment of Trustees and Management 
Membership of the management committee is open to any person who wishes to support the aims and 
activities of the association. Under the constitution, there must be a minimum of three and no more than 
eight elected trustees. The trustees were elected at the Annual General Meeting held on 8th April, 2014 in 
Nottingham.  
 
The trustees are responsible for the strategic direction and governance of the charity, whilst the charity’s 
projects are developed and implemented by the charity director, programme manager and field officers. 
The charity director and programme manager attend the trustee meetings to discuss progress and 
development 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


